Added value of the EKLIPSE ethical infrastructure
•
•
•
•

Minimizes the ethical risks linked to our activities
Strong reputation of EKLIPSE
Consolidates the processes (regulates them, makes them
repeatable, etc…) which makes a distinct difference from ad-hoc SPI
processes
Ethical Infrastructure = Legacy of EKLIPSE for the EU mechanism and
all other Science-Policy Interfaces (SPIs) (compilation of lessons
learned, all documented measures …)
Good working environment within EKLIPSE and other SPI teams.

Lessons learned: still a long worthy way to go
•

Unlikely that all potential ethical risks can be fully tackled the
aim is to minimize risks as much as possible
• Prioritization: level of risks and probable occurrence
• Importance of transparency, most cost-effective measures
•
Risk assessment and development of ethical infrastructure should
be an exercise that all SPIs should undertake as early as possible to
ensure the legitimacy and credibility of their process
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Ethical governance infrastructure of EKLIPSE
Developing an interface between knowledge holders, stakeholders and
decision makers on biodiversity issues, just as with any science-policy
interface (SPI), faces many challenges. Thus, determining an ethical course of
actions is essential to the prestige and credibility of such an interface. In order
to limit those risks, we proposed to set up an ethical governance
infrastructure that guides (and regulates) interactions among internal actors
of the Network of Knowledge (knowledge coordination body, secretariat,
expert working groups, etc.) as well as with external actors (requesters,
stakeholders, etc.).
Measures and instruments
An ethical infrastructure should be based on three main building blocks,
namely guidance, management and control.
Guidance
1) Guiding values
2) Code of ethics
3) Training
4) Declaration of
Conflict of Interest

Management
5) Hotline
6) Complaint mechanism, including
investigation and follow-up
7) Body for the management of
the infrastructure
8) Transparent selection
procedure for staff, requests,
experts, reviewers and evaluators
- Selection criteria
- Open calls for recruitment
- Forms for experts to reply to the
call for expertise
- Log book of requests

Control
9) Sanctions for reprehensible acts
10) Legal framework including
rules and directives
11) Public Relations Team (PR)
Crisis management group
12) Setting up feedback processes
such as public consultations

13) Transparency of all the
outputs:
- Broad dissemination
- Follow-up of how reports are
used
- Standard evaluation protocols
(In green those measures already applied by EKLIPSE)

EKLIPSE guiding values
Criteria

Definition

Source

Credibility

The (perceived) credibility refers to the quality,
validity and adequacy and reliability of the
knowledge, evidence and arguments exchanged at
the interface. Credibility of knowledge is linked to
the credibility of the knowledge production and
knowledge exchange processes.

Sarkki et al. 2015

Legitimacy

The (perceived) legitimacy refers to the fairness
and balance of the SPI processes.

Sarkki et al. 2015

Relevance

The relevance (or salience) refers to the ability to
match knowledge with policy and societal needs,
and the extent to which knowledge is usable.

Sarkki et al. 2015

Transparency

Disclosure of sources, processes and related
stakeholder involvement.

Sarkki et al. 2015,
adapted

Innovation

New methods, products or formats for knowledge
production and presentation of results.

Own definition

Independence

Freedom from external control, neutrality or bias
in position, range of membership.

Young et al. 2013,

Integrity

The integrity of research is based on adherence to
core values—objectivity, honesty, openness,
fairness, accountability, and stewardship.

National Academies
of Sciences,
Engineering, and
Medicine. 2017

Reflective
learning

Inclusiveness

The process of internally examining and exploring
an issue of concern, triggered by an experience,
which creates and clarifies meaning in terms of
self, and which results in a changed conceptual
perspective.
Processes and actions that ensure the involvement
and participation of relevant stakeholders to
produce up-to date assessments. through
exchange of knowledge and expertise through
advice-seeking and advice-giving.

Boyd & Fales 1983

Adapted from
Smith 2005 and
Oubenal, et al.
2017

